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ABSTRACT

Vv> report the results of sim_dlaneous Ctumdra and RXTE observations

of the Seyfert 1 galaxy Mkn 509. \\;e deconw)lve the broad and narrow Fe-K

emission-line components, fbr whid_ we measure rest-frame equivalent widths

of 119 + 18 eV and 57 + 13 eV resl.'ctively. Tile broad line, has a FWHM of

57, ¢¢t/n+t4'400w,,v,_21,000km/s and the n, rl(m line is unresolved, with an ul)per limit on

the FWHM of 4,940 km/s. l_<,ti_ ,¢mq)onents must originate in cool matter

since we measure rest-frame t'Cltt.(!l _mergies of c, qc,+0.13 ke\" and 6.42 -I- 0.01w..)t*_0, t2

keV for the broad and narrow li_,_' Jesl)ectively. This rules out He-like and

H-like Fe for the origin of botl, ,i,_, I_ioad and narrow lines. If, as is widely

accepted, the broad Fe-K line otivimttes in Thomson-thick matter (such as

an accretion disk), then one, (,xl.,(.ts t.o observe spectr_,l curvature above

10 keV, (commensurate wi, h lh_, observed broad line), characteristic of the

Compton-reflection continuum. I]_)wever. our data sets very stringent limits

on deviations of the observe_t (:()i,t.ilmum from a power law. Light travel-time

delays cannot be invoked to _,xplail, anomalies in the relative strengths of the

broad Fe-K line and Conlpton-l_'tt_,(tion continuum since they are supposed to

originate in the same physical toc:ation. We are forced to conclude that both the

broad and narrow Fe-K lines I_;_i 1_, originate in Thonisot>thin matter during

our observation. This result, t_)r _ >;iugle observation (if just one source, means

that our understanding of D_-[,i !i_,,, emission and Compton reflection from

accreting X-ray som_:es in ._]c,._:,_.,,!_,_,_,_ls to be re-examined. For example, if an

irradiated accretion disk exist_,_l in .\lkn 509 at tim time of the ol)servations, the

lack of spectral curvature al)ov_ .... 1() keV suggests two possibilities. Either the

disk was Thomson-thick And high ly i(mized, having negligible Fe-K line emission

and photoelectric al_soiption. _ ,l_, ¢lisk was Thomson-thin, producing SOllle



or all of tile broad V<,-l( line omission. ]n If,.' i_)l_/_t_r case the broad Fe-K line

had to have been pro¢htced in a Thomson-tl)i): )¢':,,i_))_ elsewhere. In both cases

tile predicted spect1_l (:urvature above _ 1_, I.,\ is llegligil)le. An additional

implication of our rt,sult:s is that any lmtati\< ' ()l)s(:uring telus in the system,

required by unification nlodels ()f active gal;_xi_,s. Ilmst. also be Thomson-thin.

The same applies t() the optical broad lin(' i(,gi<>tt (BLR) if it has a substantial

covering factor.

Subject headings: ac,r_tion disks - galaxi_>_: :_,.liv_, galaxies: individual:

Mkn 509 X-rays: galaxies X-rays: ])inati_'._
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is nowwidely acceptedthat th(_hm(leningabove,--,10keV commonlyobservedin the

X-ray spectraof accretion-drivensources(active galactic nuclei (AGN), and X-ray binary

systems)is due to Compt.onreflectionof i:heprimary X-ray continuum in a Thomson-thick

accretion disk (e.g. Guilbert & Rees.1%S:Lightman & White I998; Pounds et al. 1990;

Zdziarski, Lubifiski, & Smith 1999). "l'l_i_ l)asic picture is very attractive because it produces

Fe-K fluorescence (e.g. George & Fal_i_,_, 1991) so that the model can simultaneously

account for the Compton-reflection t()lltiillltllli (CR), and the broad Fe-K lines in AGN

(Nandra et al. 1997; Fabian et al. :2tll)!l: Vaqoob et al. 2002). In fact, fiom basic physics,

if one observes a certain amount of Ve-I'/ line emission, one should observe a corresponding

CR whose amplitude relative to ttw (lil,w, X-ray contimmm is commensurate with the Fe-K

line emission. The precise relation l_et u_'en the Fe-K line and CR depends on physical

parameters (Fe abundance, ionizati¢_n state etc.) but the relationship is fixed by physics

since the line and CR photons origim_t(' ill the same physical h)cation.

In this paper we report the r_,s,tlt.s t_l a simultaneous Chandra / RXTE observation of

Mkn 509 in which the CFI was abs(,nl, and yet a broad Fe-K line from cool material was

present with an equivalent width of ll!} _-t-18 eV. This result from a single observation of

one source is important b_'canse it qut,stions the al)ow_ model, and forces us to re-examine

our understanding of the I%-K lin_, :_1_,i '::I_ in all ac(-rc_ting X-r,_v sources. The paper is

organized as follows. The data av{' (I_,,-:,ti ,('(t in !i2 and spectr_/1 fitting results given in §3.

In §4 we discuss possible ('xplanati<,_.- t_,, the lack of spectral curvature in the hard X-ray

spectrum and show that all of them a_t, !_roblematic. After discussing some results from

historical X-ray observations in !i5, _v_ _, lead to the inference, <liscussed in §6, that both

the broad and narrow Fe-I( emissi,_ li_,:q in Mkn 509 (lming o,tr observations must have

originated in cool, Thoms()n-thin _,_r_,.t. ()_,r conclusions ar¢, smnmarized in {i7.
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• b 7r "_E2 CHANDRA ANI: I X [ DATA

Mkn 509 is a bright, variable Seyfert I ..;_:,,xv (_: = 0.034397,

L2-10 keV _ 2 -- 4 X l()44erRs/s). \'Ve ()l)serve(t NI'.<It .-_(}!)with the Chandra HETGS

on 2001 April 13--14, sinml_aneously with RXTE. ti_(' (Tha,rMr'a (tara were reduced in the

manner described in Yaq()ol) et al. 2001, except that CALDB versi(m 2.7 was used and the

data reprocessed using ciao 2.1.3 r. The RXTK P('.X (lata were reduced using methods

described in Weaver, Krolik. & Pier (1998), excel)tr t.ll;It we used a later version of the

spectral response matrix (V 7.10) and t)ackgroun(I ,_(,(t('I ('L7_24(I_FAINT'). Only data

from layer 1 and from P(TU 2, 3 and 4 were usc,_l (t '('[70 has ha(1 technical t)roblems in

the later part of the mission aim PCU1 was off). N_I(' that cross-calibration studies show

that in the 2-10 keV band PCA fluxes are systen_;_tlc;_llv at least 20% higher than ASCA

whereas ASCA and Bepp(_5;AX fluxes agree to a i,,,.v !n,v(-ent s

We examined lightcmw's from the RXTE _1_ ,,: ,::1 ion (lmginning 2001 April 13 UT

04 50:07, with a total duration of 121 ks), and t l_' (7_(_,'.,d'ra observation (beginning at

UT 2001 April 13 UT 08 ()[:31, with a, total¢lulalll,_ll _t--_ 59 ks). Only the summed,

negative, and positive first order ChaTi.dr'a grating >l,,',:tra were used in our analysis. The

mean CharMra total HE(; and MEG count rates ,.w,l<, ().2t34 +/).(/015 and 0.4813-t-0.0022

cts/s respectively. For the P ._.A, the mean, lmckgr,mn<t-subtracted 2--10 keV and 2-20 keV

count rates were 4.71 + 0.111 and 5.77 :t: 0.01 ct/s lesl_c('dvely. The source flux showed little

variability over the entire dnration of the, calnlmiVl_. I:_r example, for HEG plus MEG

lightcurves binned at 102.1 s, lhe. excess variance ,_ ,)vl' the expectation for Poisson noise

(e.g. see Turner (_'t (d. 19!)!)) was (-0.8 + 3.7) × t I ,<resistent with zero. HEG. MEG

7http://asc.harvard e_l_@ iao2 1/do_ uments_Tl_r,':,,ls.l_t.ml

aASCA GOF calibration memo a!

--') _ S. ,,.... ,. , ,_http://tmasarc.gsf<mtsa.gov/docs/asca/calil,rati, ,,, ,. ;, 2 ,, ,_r¢ sult.,', ht,ml
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and PCA spectra weretherefore exrra_t_,¢t<_w_rthc_entire on-tinm tor eachinstrument,

combiningthe PCA data tor the thtee P(?[;s. This resulted iu nm exposuretimes of 57,950

s for HEG and MEG, and 80,624s t_ tl,._,I_CA.

3. SPECTt(AL FITTING RESULTS

Whenever the Chandra data wc,t_, till t,d without the PCA data, we were able to use the

C-statistic and over-sample the sp_,_it-:_! _,,solutiou o[ the gratin_ data. However, whenever

the Chandra data were fitted toge.th,,r u',! It th_ PCA. tim grating data had to be binned in

order to use the X 2 statistic. To thi.s _,_t. l;he HEG and MEG spectra were binned with a

constant wavelength width of 0.02A and 0.04A respectively. This resulted in spectra with

at least 20 counts per bin in the em'rgy ranges 1.3 7.2 keV and 0.64-6.9 keV for HEG

and MEG respectively. Therefore. it_ (_r,h_t to use the \:) statistic for spectral fitting, we

ignored data above 6.9 ke\ r in both ttlcC, and MEG. Since we will not be concerned with

the soft X-ray spectra in this t)at)_:l, ut_lv t-lEG and MEG data in the 2-6.9 keV band were

utilized. Note that at 6.4 keV, the l;'\'Vl-t._l spectral resolution of the HEG and MEG is 39.6

eV (0.0121t, ,-, 1,860 kin/s) and 76.(I _,\ (0.023]I, _ 3,560 kin/s) respectively. The PCA

spectra were used only up to 19 kt,\', thi,_ upper limit determined by the signal-to-noise

and background-subtrac.ti(m svstem+tti_s. In the remaiuder of the paper, unless otherwise

stated, we shall give model t)aram_+t,,l_ _,"..'_red to lit(, rest frame _t Mkn 509, and statistical

errors (as well as lower am l upl)er ti_. _ ) ,_'ill I)(_give_, [i)r 90% u(mli(lence for one interesting

parameter.

Fig. 1 shows the ratio of the I-tE(.; _lata to a siml)le pow¢'r-law model fitted over the

2-5 keV band and then extrapolate_t t+_ higher energies. Also shmvn in Fig. 1 is the ratio

of 3-19 keV PCA data to a simpl+, 1)_+u'(,l law mode.1 fitted ov(,r the'3 4 keV" and 8- 19 keV

bands. It can be seen that the HI_2(', _'t(,_t!v reveals a ilarrow Fe-I( einission-line component,
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centeredat _ 6.4 keV, extra,(ling over --_(1.2k('\ ,_ <_crgy. This line is also detectedin

the MEG. but at that mll'rgv the _qlecl.ivem_m.

are substantially worse tl_;_l_the HEG. Fittiltg lit

Gaussianemissionline gaw_;m upper limit (fro ,

_. I L;_,I_{,solutioil, and signal-to-noise

..!:i;: ,lal, _mlv. with a power-law plus

I, _'\: (or 4,9.10 km/s FWHM) for the

narrow line. The intensity and energy of the lil,' w_'l_' allowed t.(_ float in the spectral fit

but better constraints on these parameters will 1)_' _i_qived from .joint Chandra and RXTE

spectral fits, described belmv. Since the narrow li_,' is not resolved, its width was fixed at

o- = 1 eV in all subsequen_ Slmctral fitting. In I.,,_l _:_sl. 1.o HET(;S', Fig. 1 shows that the

PCA detects a much t)romler tee-I( line, with a I),_(' ,,.,:lmMing ovei _-, 3 keV, nearly three

times the FWHM of the P(L.\ energy resolution ,t _; k_'\ ". Moreover, Fig. 1 shows that there

is no complexity in the contimmm above _ l0 k('\. In [act, a power law fitted to the HEG

and MEG data, extrapolated up to 119 keV gives ;lll cx_dlent fit to the PCA data above 8

keV, after fitting only for lh_' cross-inst:rmnent tit), _,,liiz_llion fat:t_)l'.

Full specl, ral fitting of tim IIEG, hIEG. an([ l' ' _l:ttn with ;, l_ower law, two Gaussians

(line energies, intensities, and the 1)road-line wi,:_ I_ I_,*_'). plus a. Compton-reflection

continuum (CR) from nettlral tmttt.t'r (PeXRAV i_, 2%-;I'I;X:. wit.h the disk inclination angle

initially fixed at 30°), shmvs that the covering fa, I¢,_, 1,', is consistent with zero. Here R

is the fraction of 2rr steradians subtended by ttw >:1:,1_;_t the X-ray source. Fig. 2 shows

confidence contours of R v_,rsus the width of tlw 1,__:_1 1:'_'-[,2line. This shows that the upper

limit on R is very' small: [; < 0.11 at. 99% conti_t_,_:t' i,n two parameters. A larger disk

inclination does of course alhm _ a larger upper lin,it _,_ I? (but still gives a best-fit of zero).

However, then the predictt,_l t,quivalent width (E\V),_1 Ihc broad line diminishes, but as we

shall see below, the EW is already sew_relv under-t)_',[icled even fl)r an inclination angle of

zero. We note that Fig. 2 also shows that RXTE :,_i _lallv re,solves the broad Fe-K line (in

• . . ,,'_ _onfid_'n_:e. two parameters).this fit, cr > 0.15 ke\. or I"\VHM > 16,(13(1 k_l_/.-: .* .
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Having establishedthat the (1_1;__h)l,()t require any Ct{. w(' proceededto find the

best-fitting parametersam[ constt;lil)l> (,,i th{, Fe-}_linesby rq_('ating the abovefits with

only a simple power law plus two ( ',;_l)-;._i;_lLs.Fig. 3 showsthe 1)est-fittingmodel, along

with the HGG, MEG, and PCA ral i()S o[' (lata to this best-fitting model. An excellent fit

was obtained, with X 2 = 330.8 (355 (l,,g)_,es of

Gaussian width, and emission-lin_, int(,H.-;ilv by

given it] Table 1. We obtained, fin I tl, , _>_vrow

keV, ElY = 57 + 13 eV, and I = :;7. _ _.8 x

freedom). \Ve denote the center energy,

E,., o, and I respectively. The results are

line (or fixed at I eV)" E_. = 6.42 ± 0.01

I() -_, t)h()tons (:tll '-' s -I For the broad

line, we obtained: E_ = 6.36 +°1:; ' a _.,_+0.m keV (FWHM_ .le k_'\. I.ll = [19 ± 18 e\, cr = ,,.oa_0.1a

-- 57, _n+14'400-- """-2t,ooo kin/s), and I = 7.(i ± i. I x 10 -'5 photons cm -2 s -1. We obtained a 2-10

keV flux of 5.1 x 10 -u ergs cm -2 s L (ol)served frame, using the average best-fitting HEG

and MEG normalization), which is al>(ml the historical average for Mkn 509 (e.g. Turner &

Pounds 1989; Weaver, Gelbord, L, "_,(l<>())) 2001). This (:()rr(!sl)Oil<ls to a source-frame 2-1(1

keV luminosity of 2.7 x 10+* ergs s _ (,/. = 50 km s -l Mpc J. % = 0). For the measured

values of F and equivalent width _)( t}_' i)road Fe-K line (see Table 1), even the 99%,

two-parameter upper limit on the aml,litmle of the CR is too small by a factor of seven

compared to that expected from the m(_st basic version of the standard model. In that

model the broad Fe-K line and Clq oti>:i_tate in a neutral, solar almndance, Thomson-thick

reflector subtending 2rr solid angh, _( 1,,. I)ower-law X-ray continuum source (e.g. set

George & Fabian 1991)..\[odific;/li.,:!: h(, basic nl()(lel, as w_'Ii as possible alternatives

for explaining the observational tes_!!t_ ',il be discusse(l in }i4 amt {}6.

The inset in Fig. 3 shows conti_h,,,c(, <:<)ntours for the ilmmsities of the narrow and

broad Fe-K lines. Clearly, Ch.andra./' and RXTE together deconvolve the narrow and broad

Fe-K line components. The center (me_g (,s of both lines indicate an origin in cool material,

certainly ruling out emissi()n fron_ t t,,-iil, ()r H-like Fe. It is _mlik('ly that the narrow Fe-K

line is really part of a single, ])ro_-,(i ),,i_,i irish.i(: disl<-line l)rofih' we find that the disk
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inclination angle is highly constrained(< 1(I°) a_,,JI!_,,_;_dialemissivity of the disk must be

very flat to increascthe w_@,htingfr_ml the _lt¢._ _ _1::c,t the disk. A detailed discussion

of thesee[-fi.'ctscan l_efi,_L,,_iiu '_'a<l_l__:/ ,/ ........ 'il_ ['_lln_lsimilar results tot the

Seyfert 1 galaxy NGC 55_1,'_.

4. POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS FOI_ TIlE LACK OF SPECTRAL

CURVATURE

Whilst light t.ravel-tiil_(, <lelays can lm inv¢_k¢'_ t, ,":I,tain an<,llmlies in the amplitude of

the Compton-reflKction (:_,ltliltlllllll (C,[{) relat.iv_, _ , i I_' _lirect X-I&V continuunl, the same

cannot be done for anomali_,s I)etween t.he relative' s, _mlgths of the CR and broad Fe-K line.

This is because both the CR and broad FK-K lira' _(' supposed to originate in the same

physical location. In the remainder of this s_'cti_;_ _":' _!iscuss possible explanations of the

lack of Clq. in thK 2001 ('/_,_td':a. / I_'XTK ol_s,._v;_ _. _,s ,,* ._[kn 509.

It is well known thai ;_ X-ntv powi'>l;,w ,.._ _[tiilllll plus a_ CR is sometimes

indistinguishable from a sinll)l(_, but flatter i)()w('_ !_'.r. if the data quality is poor. This is

certainly not the (:ask with our data: even the !)!17i (¢_ltlidence, _wo-parameter statistical

errors on F (1.67) ark :i:0.()3. "_Ve also quantifie(I lit_it.s on any spectral curvature in the

data, by fitting a powei-lnw _:ontinmtm (plus t.w,, /;al,_:<_ialts) t_(qow 10 keV only. WK

aT,_+0.00s fromobtained F2-H) k,,V = t.67 1+_')t°_0,;- This is to ]w (<,ta:l,:_l_'_[ with V., ,,_ ke'v ........ 0.009

§3 (and Table 1). Note ll_at 2 ke\: ret'Krs i.(_ the I_,_,s_ c_mrgy (:/_.:t.v.dra data used: PCA

data lmlow 3 keV were re,l. usc(l. Thus. the limit.-, _,_ >t,_'ct.ral curvature ark very tight, and

the excellent consistency _f tlw two photon indict.> a_ls_ gives us confidence that the PCA

background was not over-subtracted (which coul_t I_.,Im(' the apparent CR).

It is also possible thai l]le int'ri:t.sic c_mtil_l,l, i t,s_:-;,, i_igll-enm_y cutoff in the observed
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energy band. but the C[{ COml)ens;_t_'>.v,.ivingan observedcontinuum which has little

curvature. For tile power law, do,ll,h, ".;:_llssianand CR spectral fit (§3), we modified the

intrinsic continuum by an exponentia! >,llover of' the form exp (-E/Eo), and obtained

Eo , +aaa= 112_60 keV. The C1R. is cah:ul;_l_,ci from the modified continuum in this case.

Confidence contours of R versus E0 ar_ sl,,wn in Fig. 2 . The best fit still prefers no CR but,

as expected, the upper limit on R is hi_,l_. (/_ = a 0o_042 99% confidence, two-parameters)' "" J_"-- 0.(l() _

However, it is highly unlikely tbr ;l_ ,,',:,,.,lwntial culoH to exm:llv (:ompcnsate for the

spectral curvature due to the CR. "_l"'*i;_lly given the tight limits set by the consistency of

I'2-10 keV and F2-19 keY.

Increasing the Fe abundance is ;mother way of reducing the spectral curvature

due to Compton reflection. However, <lirect spectral fitting to the data, with free Fe

abundance in PEXRAV, showed that 11,_, !)!)'X, confidence, two-parameter lower limit on the

Fe over-abundance is 95 _:Omlmred I_, :;_ ;lr. This is clearly abslud (we would see ()tiler

consequences of such an over-abun_[;_m_,_. Ionization also decreases the relative importance

of photoelectric absorption relative _ _.!,,ttipton downscattering, reducing the strength of

the --, 10-30 keV Conlpton hump an_t Ih_qefore reducing the apparent value of R. However,

the degree of ionization required by tt_¢, _l;_ta is very high mid the peak energy of the broad

line rules it out. Smearing, either _i_i_, !.. _,xt.reme relativistic ettc_:ts or Comptonization,

could reduce the apparent alnplit_,(i-,,_ ,_,, CIr. However, ;my iVlw o[ smearing cannot be

more than that suffered l)v the [_tc);,([ ;.:,, i,_ lira,. Dire(:t spectral fitting to the data with

a smeared CR model (refsch in X,¢;Pl:('i assuming the maximum allowed smearing for a

disk around a Schwarzschih[ black l_t)l(, ;_:za.in gave/_ = 0 and a !)9%, two-parameter upper

limit of 0.11.
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5 PREVIOUS OBSERVAI iOl S OF Mkn 509

AoeCA ot)servations f(,ind evi(t(,nce f()r vari,i_b,,v ,TI the ()\>rail Fe-K line profile in

Mkn 509 but could not s('l_;_l;,.l.e th(' ln(md all(I i, L,,. ,,v ,(_llll)()lt('lllS (Weaver (;t al. 2001).

An XMM-Newton ol)serv_,ion hi 2000 April (['o_ ...... / ,l. 2001) tbund the source to be

in a low state with a 2- 10 keV flux of_ 1() -11 i,v,;s (_1 -_ s -1 (_ 5 times lower than in

our observations). A narr()w F(_-K line was t'(mn(I _ ..... (i.4 keV, with an intensity entirely

consistent with that measured during our Char_dr, h!NTE observation. On the other hand

the broad line was lower in intensity l)v ab(),Lt t lt,: :..,,J',,' factor as the continuum and was

centered at 6.9 keV, in,ti(ative of an origin in i lil<, "

We also checked archival RXTE data ti)r Mkn 7)(1!)fr()m 1996 and found R = 0.36 + 0.05

(for a 30 ° disk inclination angle.), an(l a photon in(l(:x (_t l' = 1.89 +c_m_(),02.For the Fe-K emission

line we measured a center energy, wi(lth intensilv.._11(1 ISXV of E,: = 6.53 + 0.05 keV,

,_(itx 4- 10,800(7 = 0.,30+°09_O.lOkeV (or F\VI[E[ 32. ,,o,, _,r_(_ kin/: ',. ." 5.2()+0.06x 10 -s photons tin -2 s -1,

and EIU = 83 ± 8 eV r('si,('(iivelv. N_)t(' tlm_ s(,L_a(. ,: ,il(' total Ve-t( line mav contain a

contribution from th(_ 2t_lll()w line tolm(1 l_v (.'/_,,.,.,.J _,1 XMM but RXTE alone (:almot

deconvolve the broad and narrow components. This ._t_lx'sis shows that the CR in Mkn 509

is variable, and significani spe(:tral curvature was 1)l¢,s('nt in the 1996 RXTE observation,

despite the 2-10 keV flux (5.8 x 1()-_ ergs ('m e :_ t I I>eing similar to that in the 2001

Chandra / RXTE observation.

6. DISCUSSION

These results for Mkn 509 are quite profbun(l. Tile Compton-reflection continuum

(CR) was absent during Cha,dr'a/ RXTE ol)s(,rv_/t.i,:ms in 2001. vet there was substantial

broad (FWHM 57, c'm_+_ _'_m°2_ _)_)(_kin/s) F'e-l( litw (,n_b.::i, ,_ t_,)m (:o()1 Ire. The center energy, of a
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narrow, unresolvedFed'( line (F\Vt-t),I I,940 kin/s) also indi('ated that it too originated

in cool inatter. If tile broad Fe-I_ili_l(,,,_ivinatedin Thomson-thickmatter, wherewas the

CR that must, from basic physics, a((:,,u_l)_mv the line'. ) We are forced to conclude that the

broad Fe-K line originated in cool, Tl_,zso_,-thin matter. If an accretion disk existed in

the system during our observations, m_<l it the disk was irradiate(l by an X-ray continuum

corresponding, at least in st)e(:tral stm!,_', _ the one we measuro(t, then either most of the

disk must have been Tholnson-thiJL. ,_ t i_,, ([isk was Thomson-thick but so tleavily ionized

that all Fe (and lighter) atoms W(!l,' ,(,_tll_l(_tely stril)t)e(l. In tit(, latter scenario the CR has

no curvature from photoelectric abs()rl)ti,m and any deviations in the CR compared to the

intrinsic continuum are negligible in Oily mwrgy band (2 19 k(,V). The Net that Pounds

et al. (2001) observed a broad, H-like Fe-b[ line comp(ment in Mkn 509 lends support

to a high (and by implication, varial)h,) sl.ate of ionization of the t)utative accretion disk.

Indeed, when we fitted the 2001 Ch(,._/,(,/ RXTE data with an i,mized disk model in which

the CR is determined completely t)v t)it_-si¢.s and cannot be artificially reduced (xion in

XSPEC; see Nayakshin & I(allman 201)I . w(, tound a large l¢,gion in parameter space which

yielded negligible Fe-K line emissioJt at!,'. (:ontinuum curvatm¢_. \Ve were able to obtain fits

to the data with a completely ioniz,'(l _li_k plus two Gmlssians tbr the Fe-K lines which

were as good as the fits in which the c,_l_limtltnl was only a simt)le power law. If the disk

is completely ionized it cannot of c_,lu>t, !)roduce any Fe-K line ¢!nlission and the observed

broad Fe-b: emission line must th('l, i,_ t_m(le elsmvher(', bel,t still in cool Thomson-thin

rrtatter, so as again not t._) over-pvt,,l_,,, :qwcttal curvature (l,_e Io Compton reflection.

This applies to both the b__)od ar_.d _,_z,e_, b'_-K lim:.s. In particular, if the obscuring torus

hypothesized to unify tyt)¢, 1 an(1 t3l_(' 2 .\(',N exists in Mkn 50!) it must be Thomson-thin,

or else so ionized that Fe is fully sttit)l,('t[. [n the latter case. the narrow Fe-K line must

be produced elsewhere, s_ch as the, I_]_l{ (whM, m_st itself b(, Thomson-thin, if it has a

substantial covering t/u't.ot).
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For neutral matter with cohunndensity -%Tz_(il, ul_itsof 102:_cm-2), a covering factor

fc, an Fe abundance relative to solar of AFt.. ill_l_i_,_I_',l isotropically by a power-law

continuum (with photon i,l(h,x F), l h(' ine(lict_'d ,,l_:i_::[_q,e width of the Fe-K line in the

Thomson-thin limit is E\V--_ !)7f(:A_:,Al_,, eV (e.a. _ _,t,,,)b ,t el. 2001). Here we have used

the measured vahle of F (s_e Table 1). A st)heI'ic_,i .:._llle.tI'y for the line emitter requires a

gas distribution that does not intercept the linu-()t-/i.,.tl!. ['his is I_ecause absorption column

densities which are large enough to account for th(, l:e-i_ line emission would extinguish the

soft X-ray spectrum too lmtch and imprillt an F'('-i( ,'_l_(_ at 7.11 ke\;, in conflict with the

data. We obtained a direcI c(mst.iaii_t (m the lira' ,,t :d.:,i,_ column density of a neutral, solar

abundance absorber of A:_:_ < 0.033 (from joint (:/_,,d'_, / RXTE spectral fitting with the

power-law and double Gaussian model, with the _(l,liti,m of an Fe-K edge at 7.11 keV).

Similar constraints are obtained from the soft X-r_v _lnwtrum (see Mckernan et al. 2002).

In a planar geometry, it Thomson-thin matt,q _!is_vilmtion illuminated isotropically

on both sides by an X-ray source (either a disk _vi,!_ _ (-entral X-ray source close to the

disk plane, or a coronal s,_r__ (lislrit_tted _)w_ _,'. i_<i. has f, .--- 1. However, wc must

halve the predicted E\V I_,,cause the c¢mtimmm [i_,_ t l_(, other si(le of the disk would also

penetrate the Thomson-thin disk. For a Thoms{_-t.i_ick. completely ionized disk, a possible

location for the Thomson-t, hin. line-producint4 m_lcma[ is a cool atmosphere over the disk.

In that case, f_ ,-_ 0.5. Thus, in any of the above :_,._._ri{_s. the _l_served EW of the broad

Fe-K line can be accountc(t for with solar almn(la__,s _,_(l N.2:t _-2.5 This corresponds to a

Thomson depth of 0.2, Sl_mll miough that the, ait_::l:: _,(l(, _)t the retlected N-ray continuuln

is negligible compared to l.lm direct, continuum. ;,_l t ll(,lefoie giving negligible spectral

curvature to the observed continuum.

Obviously, all of the alcove scenarios ret)resmt_ _ ,h'lmrture from widely-accepted ideas,

and each also faces various challenges. ()ur result._ st_,,_l(l prompt theoretical investigations,
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(in particular of time-avmagedand tillL,'-_lrial_levertical structure'of accretiondisks), to see

if they can be understoo(lin detail, t ti_t_,ricalobservationsof Mkn 509showingsignificant

variability (for example, the RXTE ,1_'!(',.i ion of the Ct_ in 1996, and the XMM-Newton

measurement of a broad H-like Fe-1,; li_t,' t_' t)oun(ls ct ttl. 2001), should provide critical

constraints on models.

7. CONCLUSIONS

A simultaneous Ch(mdra HET(;S at_cl RXTE observation of the Seyfert 1 galaxy

Mkn 509 deconvolved the narrow (F\VII.\I < :1.940 kin/s) and broad (FWHM 57, c,an+14'4°°
'-'_'u- 21 ,(}00

km/s) Fe-K emission lines (both cent_,Te,l around _ 6.4 keV), and [bund no deviation in

the continuum from a power law o_t_ _ 1!) keV. The lack of sl)e(:tral curvature due to a

Compton-reflection contimmm (CP_) rIL(,II fails to account for t.tw broad Fe-K line in terms

of standard, Thomson-thick a('eretic, n-,li_d; models. Such a faihm, of the standard model for

a single source implies that our Ull(lcrs! _l_(ting of the Fe-K line and CR in accreting X-ray

sources in general needs ,_) be re-_,x;_,i_.,,,I. :\n ilwscapable conclusion is that both the

broad and narrow Fe-K lines musl. _t_l_z_,it_)m cool, Thomson-thin matter, at least during

the 2001 Chandra / RXTE observatio_:_.

There are other implications which follow from our results. ()lie is that tile lack of

correlation between tile broad F_'-I,_ lilly _tl¢l the CR in some AC, N, which appeared to be

troublesome in the context of stan(Im¢i ¢lisl< models (e.g. Chi_mg ct al. 2000; Ballantyne,

Ross, L: Fabian 2001), should not m,,., I_,, surl)rising since some of the broad Fe-K line may

come from Thomson-thin matter..\m,vt_,q implication is that models accounting for the

claimed anti-correlation between the _,ili_ccive covering factor of the CR and the power-law

index of the intrinsic X-ray contin_l_l_ (_ .:_. Zdziarski (:t d. 1999) inllst also be able to

account for spectra which show ne:4!ipi!,,,. Sl_eCt;ial curvature. A further corollary of out"
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findings is that the practi(:/,of peril)truing st)ectraJlil s 1,>data with the strength of the Fe-K

line and CR tied together _m the basis of the stalJ,l_t,l _l_del is n_Jt justified and may lead

to erroneous conclusions.
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Weaver, Julian Krolik, aml [{ick E&_lson fin us_f, li ,iis_,_ssions.
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Table 1. HEG, MEG, I'(A .I,,_m Spectral Fitting tt.esldts tbr Mkn 509

Paranteter Val u{,

)C2 (degrees of fl'eedom)

Photon Ind(,x (F)

2-10 keV flux

Broad Fe-K Line:

Center Energy

Width (or, F\VHM)

Intensity

Equivalent Wi(lth (E\Vt

Narrow Fe-K Line:

Center Energy

Intensity

Equivalent \Vidth (E\q)

Velocity FWHM Upl}e_ I.ituit

83o.8 (3a5)

1 P_7t+0.008
-,a-___0.00!)

5.1 x 10 -ll ergs (:111-2 S -t

(.._p÷0.,:_ keV
).,)O 0.12

, :_,+0.t_, keV, 57. cnn+14'4°° km/s)-OZ_0.13 ,o,,,,_21,()0 0

7 _+1.1.v_t. 1 xl0 -5 photons cm -2 s -1

119 +is eV
-18

(c_ fixe(t at 1 e\')

k{,V

3.5+_[i]2_x 1{}-_ I}h(}l()lts tin -2 s-1

7,r211 e\"

4,940 km/s

Note. ---t{(,sults of htl.i:_,_' ihe 2.0-6.9 ke\/ Chand'r, HEG, MEG,

and 3-19 ke\" RXTI£ I'('_\ 21kn 509 {lata with a simple power

law and two Gaussians (tl,,, D,tter modeling the (Oml)lex Fe-K line

emission). All line parmn('t{'l values are referred to the rest frame

of Mkn 509 (z = 0.()34:I!); ) Statistical errors are .(}()% confidence

fin' one interesting par;l]:,{,: ,' (_k\ 2 = 2.705). Th(' 2 1{} keV flux is

from average t[EG an{l .',t! ,,. [l{}rmalizati{m, obs('rv('(l fratne.
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Figure Cat)_,i_ts

Figure 1

The ratio of Chandra HE(', and RXTE PCA da,a I,) a power law fitted in the 2-5 keV

band (HEG) and in tile 3 ,1, 8 19 keV bands (t'( !:'\'I f,)r Mkn 509 (z = 0.034397). The

HEG bin width is 0.02,1t. The energy scale c(,r_i_':i,,Jk, l>: t(_ the observed frame. The HEG

shows a sharp, unresolvecl, narrow 1_'('-I,; line at - . ', ':,'V'. source frame. Tile PCA data

show a broad, resolw'd, c,_l,Jl_(_site Fe-I< line I_tl*li _.... \-lollding over a few keV. The spectral

curwttnre in the contimmu_. (lta.racteristic (ff (:_L,; i,_=,,, ,_,tle(:tion ill neutral, Thomson-thick

matter, is absent. The ol_served continuum is c:(_l_:qL._*ettl: with a single power law.

Figure 2

Confidence contours front a joint HEG, MEG al_,i '('.\ spectral fit with a power law,

narrow and broad Gaussian b'e-K en_issi(m lines .... _, a v'O_nl_t.on-reflection contiimum (see

text), showing the eflbctive _:overing factor of the, I;i:.l_._. R, verslls the broad Fe-K line

Gaussian width. R is a flacti(m of 2re stera(lians :a,_li_l al@e sul_tended by the reflector at

tile X-ray source. The 68%, 90% and 99% confi(le,,:e c:(,_tt.ours show that RXTE resolves the

broad line and that no Colnptotl reflection is det_,,:i_,,1, with a very small upper limit on the

covering factor, R. If the i_ower-law cont.imumt i:_ r_

roll-over of the form exl_!-t:'/E0), the upper lilt!:,

confidence contours of R v_wsus E0 are sh(_wn in t_.,.

the arnmmt of rollover to (,xactlv c()ml)ensate tk_x i l_

_li{i('d by a.n exponential high-energy

_ll /¢ is larger (68%, 90%, and 99%

,,:,,'t ). However, it is highly unlikely for

__i_vature din' to Compton reflection,

_ 1 av,,+o.ologiving a negligible change in In,wet-law slope xx-irl_ 1.11(,lE,v (F'2_IA)ke\ .... J_.u.'e 0.015. and

1 GT,I +0.008F.__l,_ k_V ....... 0.00._)" All quantities shown in l l_i_: ti>tu'e refer t.o the source frame.
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Figure 3

Best-fitting power-law(I" = 1.67d/_,_,,_'_*',_. _r,cl_lualGaussianmodal, simultaneouslyusing

HEG (crosses),MEG (olwn circles).,a_J_l.:'C._\data (solid) for Nlkn 509. The bottom panel

showsthe ratio of data to the be,st-tit,i!1.,.,,model, hi the sourceframe, the best-fitting

narrow Fe-K line parametersare FJ_ = ti.42 ± 0.01 keV EIV = 57 + 13 eV (width, o,

fixed at 1 eV) and the best-fitting l_r_md Fe-K line parameters are E_ = 6 36 +°la keV,• " -0.12

Ii :o+0.19 C'aa+14'400 kin/s) The inset shows theEW = 119 + 18 eV, cr .... Oa_o.ta keV (F\VHM 57, ,, .... 21,00o

68%, 90%, and 99% confidence com,,_s _,f the intensities of the narrow and broad Fe-K

lines (in units of photons cm -_ s- I). witi, t_ a l(_ deconvolved (see text). The HEG and MEG

bin widths are 0.04A and 0.08A i(!_[}t,tl ixe_l>' (although half thes, values were used for

spectral fitting). The energy scah' c<ul_,st_mtls to the ob,served frame.
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